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INTRO

(01-04) Wait 2 meas (CW) ;
Wait 2 measures in closed position facing the wall ;

A

(01-04) Box ;; Rev Box ;
(01) Side step to LOD on lead, close trail to lead, step fwd on lead, (02) side step to RLOD on trail, close lead to trail, step back on trail ;
(03) Side step to LOD on lead, close trail to lead, step bk on lead, (04) Sd step to RLOD on trail, close lead to trail, step fwd on trail ;

(05-08) 2 Sd Tchs ; Sd 2-Step L ; 2 Sd Tchs ; Sd 2-Step R l
(05) Sd step L, touch R beside L. Sd step R, touch L beside R ;
(06) Sd step on lead to LOD, close trailing to Lead, Sd step on lead to LOD ;
(07) Sd step R, touch L beside R, Sd step L, touch R beside L ;
(08) Sd step on trailing to RLOD, close lead beside trailing, Sd step on trailing ;

B

(01-04) L Turning Box ;
(01) Man - side step L, close R to L, step Fwd L turning 1/4 L, touch R beside L ;
(02) Sd step R, close L to R, step back on R continuing L turn, touch L beside R ;
(03) Sd step L, close R to L, step Fwd L turning 1/4 L, touch R beside L ;
(04) side step R, close L to R, step back on R continuing L turn, touch L beside R ;

(05-08) Scissors Thru Twice ;; 2 Turning 2-Steps ;
(05) Sd step L, close R to L, step thru on L ;
(06) Sd step R, close L to R, step thru on R ;
(07-08) Sd step L, close R to L, step around partner on L (lady - Sd step R, close L to R, step between partners feet rising on ball of foot pivot, or spin, 1/2 R) – Sd step on R, close L to R, step between partner’s feet turning R face to face wall (Lady – Sd step L, close R to L, step around partner on L making R face turn) ;

C

(01-04) Vine 3 & Touch ; Wrap ; Unwrap ; Change Sides (C-COH) ;
(01) Side step to LOD, Cross trail behind lead, side step to LOD ;
(02) Side step to RLOD, cross lead behind trail, side step trail, touch lead beside trail (lady - L face roll into partner’s arm) ;
(03) side, close, side {SMALL Weight Changes} (lady - R face unroll off of partner’s arm three step to face holding trailing hands) ;
(04) Fwd, close, fwd change sides and face partner C-COH (Lady - passing under raised trailing arms) ;
(05-08) Repeat meas 01-04 ending in CW ;

(05-08) Vine 3 & Touch ; Wrap ; Unwrap ; Change Sides (O-LOD) ;
(05-08) Repeat meas 01-04 ending in CW ;
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**D**

(01-04) **Circle Away & Together ;; Hitch Apart ;; Scissors Thru** ;

(01) Step L/R/L, touch L beside R away from partner turning to face partner on last step ;
(02) Step R/L/R toward partner ; (03) Step apart on lead, step back on trailing beside lead, step forward on lead ; (04) Sd step to RLOD, close lead beside trailing, step thru on trailing to CW ;

(05-08) **Traveling Box ;;;;;**

(05) Sd step to LOD on lead, close trail to lead, step fwd on lead ; (06) Wwalk 2 steps toward RLOD ; (07) Sd step to RLOD on trail, close lead to trail, step back on trail ; (08) Walk 2 Semi ;

(09-12) **Lace Over & Back ;;;;;**

(09) In Open lady will cross in front of partner to L Open with a Fwd 2-Step – man will do a Fwd 2-Step with small steps ; (10) Both do a Fwd 2-Step (11-12) Repeat meas 09-10 with lady crossing front of partner to Bfly ;

(13-16) **Back Away 3 ;; Tog 3 to Bol Bjo ;; Wheel 6 to CW ;**

(13) Bk away from partner 3 steps ; (14) Fwd to partner in 3 steps to Bolero Bjo ; (15-16) Both go forward in a circle 6 steps ending in CW ;

ENDING

(01-04) **Broken Box ;;;;;**

(01) Sd step to LOD on lead, close trail to lead, step fwd on lead ; (02) Fwd Dip on lead & Recover ; (03) Sd step to RLOD on trail, close lead to trail, step back on trail ; (04) Bk dip on lead and HOLD ;

**Head Cues :**

**Intro :**

Wait 2 meas ;; Apt, Pt ;; Tog CW ;

\[A\]

Box ;; Rev Box ;; 2 Sd Tchs ;; Sd 2-Sep L ;

2 Sd Tchs ;; Sd 2-Step R ;

\[B\]

L Turning Box ;;;;; Scissors Thru Dbl ;

2 Turning 2-Steps ;

\[C\]

Vine 3, Tch ;; Wrap ;; Unwrap ;; Chg Sds (Bfly COH) ;

Vine 3, Tch ;; Wrap ;; Unwrap ;; Chg Sds (CW) ;

Repeat A – B – C 3 more times

**D**

Circle Away & Tog ;; Hitch Apt ;; Scissors Thru ;

Traveling Box ;;;;; Lace Over & Bk (Bfly) ;;;;;

Bk Away 3 ;; Tog 3 Bol Bjo ;; Wheel 6 (CW) ;

END

Broken Box ;;;;; (HOLD on Bk Dip)

**HAPPY HOLIDAYS !**

Penny